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	Evidence has unequivocally established that entrepreneurial spirit is not a male prerogative. Women entrepreneurship has gained momentum in the last three decades with the increase in the number of women enterprises and their substantive contribution ...
	In this dynamic world, women entrepreneurs are an important part of the global quest for sustained economic development and social progress. In India, though women have played a key role in the society, their entrepreneurial ability has not been prope...
	The TREAD programme was operated through Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI). SIDBI has initiated various schemes for the growth of women entrepreneurs through Mahila Udyam Nidhi (MUN), Mahila Vikash for Nidhi (MVN), Micro Credit Scheme...
	Global Scenario
	Research about human capital factors in women’s entrepreneurship is more than 35 years old. (Greene Amy, 2009)The growing economic power and influence of women-owned businesses are changing the shape of the global economy,´ remarked Sakiko Fukuda- Par...
	Growth of Women Entrepreneurs in India
	Increase in cost of living has prompted the Indian women to undertake economic activities in order to support their families. They are coming forward to take risks, face challenges and prove to the world that their role in the society is no more limit...
	There are thousands of good examples where women have shown entrepreneurial talents and have succeeded. Women entrepreneurs are the key players in any developing country in terms of their contribution to economic development. Now, it is imperative to ...
	Women Entrepreneurs may be defined as the women or a group of women who initiate, organize and operate a business enterprise. Government of India has defined women entrepreneurs as an enterprise owned and controlled by a women having a minimum financi...
	Indian women started their entrepreneurial work in 1970s. Their entrepreneurship is traced out as an extension of kitchen activities mainly pickles, powder and pappad. Women are encouraged to start an occupation or venture with an urge to do something...
	During 1980s, government and non-government bodies have paid increasing attention to women entrepreneurs through formulation of various policies and programmes and introduction of new schemes and incentives. It adopted a multi-disciplinary approach fo...
	In the context of the opening up of the economy and the need for upgradation of technology, the Consortium of Women Entrepreneurs of India (CWEI) is a common platform to help the very women entrepreneurs in finding innovative techniques of production...
	Push-Pull Factors and Women Entrepreneurship
	An independent occupation, a sense towards independent decision-making on their life and career are the motivational factors behind this urge. Saddled with household chores and domestic responsibilities women want to get independence. Under the influe...
	Qualities of Women Entrepreneurs
	Creative: It refers to the creative approach or innovative ideas with competitive market. Well planned approach is needed to examine the existing situation and to identify the entrepreneurial opportunities. It further implies that women entrepreneur's...
	Hard working nature: Innovative women have further ability to work hard. The creative ideas have to come to a fair play. Hard work is required to build up an enterprise.
	Determination: Women entrepreneurs must have an intention to fulfill their dreams. They have to make a dream transferred into an idea enterprise
	Ability and desire to take risk: the desire refers to the willingness to take risk and ability to the proficiency in planning making forecast estimates and calculations.
	Profit earning capacity: she has a capability to get maximum return out of invested capital.
	Challenges of Women Entrepreneurs
	Arrangement of Finance
	For every business undertaking Finance is said to be the “life blood”, whether it is large, medium or small enterprise. Women entrepreneurs face the problems of shortage of finance on two important bases.
	Shortage of raw-materials:
	Women entrepreneurs encounter the problems of shortage of raw-materials and necessary inputs. On the pinnacle of this, is the high prices of raw materials, on one hand and getting raw materials at minimum discount rates are the other.
	Cut-throat Competition
	Lot of the women entrepreneurs have imperfect organizational set up to drive in a lot of money for canvassing and advertisements. They have to face severe competition from organized industries.
	Lack of Education and Illiteracy Amongst Women
	In India, around 35% of women are still illiterate. Illiteracy is the root cause of socioeconomic barriers or hurdles. Due to lack of Knowledge of latest technological change, know-how and education creates problems before women to set up competitive ...
	Family Conflicts:-Women also countenance the conflict of performing of home role as they are not available to spend enough time with their families. Because in India, mainly a woman’s duty is to look after her children and manage the other members of ...
	Marketing challenges
	Women entrepreneurs incessantly face the problems in marketing their products. It is one of the core problems as this area is mainly dominated by males and even women with adequate experience fail to make a dent. Women entrepreneurs also find it diffi...
	Lack of self-confidence and optimistic attitude amongst women: Nowadays most of the women are suffering from one major problem of lack of self-confidence, determination, physically powerful outlook, hopefulness etc. They are always panic from committi...
	High Cost of Production
	High cost of production undermines the efficiency and adversely affects the development of women entrepreneurs. The installation of new machinery during expansion of the productive capacity and like similar factor dissuades the women entrepreneur from...
	Future Prospects for Development of Women Entrepreneurs
	Education is a boon to mankind, while lack of education to a person is a bane now-a-days. Throughout the world, we can observe that the ratio of women entrepreneurs is growing tremendously.
	The industrial structure and the enterprises are undergoing a radical change. Information Technology has transformed the very technique of doing business.
	Women should be considered as specific target group for all development programmes. Govt. should extend better educational facilities and schemes to women folk. Adequate training programs on management skills should be provided to women community. Enc...
	Training on professional competence and leadership skills should be extended to women entrepreneurs. Activities in which women are trained should focus on their marketability and profitability.
	Suggestions
	Clandestine of Success "Attribute my success to one thing – never run away from life. Face it boldly. Dare to be different".
	Promoting entrepreneurship among women is especially important to tackle the problems of under employment and unemployment in the society.
	Education has been instrumental in increasing the participation of women in entrepreneurial activities. they should be an incessant attempt to motivate, give confidence, inspire and assist women entrepreneurs.
	Government should provide better educational facilities and schemes to women folk.
	There should be continuous monitoring, improvement of training programmers, over-all personality standards.
	Establishment of proper training institutes for enhancing their level of work-knowledge, skills, risk-taking abilities, enhancing their capabilities.
	A women entrepreneur should herself set up an example by being successful and should act as a role model. Since children have a tendency to emulate their parents, the resultant effect would be automatic.
	Establishment of proper training institutes for enhancing their level of work-knowledge, skills, risk-taking abilities, enhancing their capabilities.
	Finance is sine-qua-non for any enterprise. The banking system is not sufficiently responsive to social banking needs and has not been able to deal with barriers that hinder women from using or gaining access to credit.
	Creating provision of micro credit system and enterprise credit system to the women entrepreneurs at local level with low rate of interest.
	Provision should be made to provide land / sheds to deserving women entrepreneurs on priority basis. Group Women Entrepreneurship (GWE) may be promoted in rural sector by reinvigorating activities / skills on traditional crafts or practices with which...
	A Women Entrepreneur's Guidance Cell should be set up to handle the various problems of women entrepreneurs all over the state.
	Positive attitudinal change in the society recognizing the role of women as entrepreneur may lead to the development of appropriate environment in which women will be able to exploit their entrepreneurial talents
	Offering seed capital, up-liftment schemes, women entrepreneurs fund etc. to encourage them economically.
	To extend confessional rates facilities and schemes for women entrepreneurs to prosper in the field of enterprise. acquainted.
	Women entrepreneurs should be provided marketing facilities and subsidy for raw materials.
	Thus by adopting the above said suggestions in letter and spirit the challenges associated with women can be solved.
	Women have the potential and the determination to set up, uphold and supervise their own enterprises in a very systematic manner. Appropriate support and encouragement from the Society in general and family members in particular is required to help th...
	Dhameja S K (2002), Women Entrepreneurs: Opportunities, performance, problems, Deep publications (p) LtD, New Delhi
	Dynamics of entrepreneurial development and management – By Vasant Desai. Himalaya Publishing House.
	Entrepreneurship Development – By S.S Khanka. S. Chand & Company Limited. (Ram Nagar, New Delhi-110055). Indian Entrepreneurship
	Rajendran N (2003), "Problems and prospects of women Entrepreneurs" SEDME, Vol. 30 no.4 Dec.
	Rao Padala Shanmukha (2007) "Entrepreneurship Development among Women: A case study of self-help Groups in Srikakulam District, Andhra Pradesh" The Icfai Journal of Entrepreneurship Development Vol.1V No. 1
	Sharma Sheetal (2006) “Educated Women, powered, women" Yojana Vol.50, No.12
	Women Entrepreneurship and Economic Development – By Sanjay Tiwari, Anshuja Tiwari. Publisher: Sarup and Sons.
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	3. Food Adulteration and Food Borne Diseases
	Cross verifying of ISI, AGMARK and other Quality Standards, food label, package, price, quantity and quality, color, discounts/offers, gifts, expiry date, while purchasing food item are not based on the age of the respondents.
	Complaints against food adulteration and cheap quality of food products are given to shopkeepers and manufacturers of the products due to poor quality, unsafe and harmful product purchased by the respondents.
	Most of the respondents are aware of food safety knowledge and practices. However, they do not complain against food adulteration to government authorities. They give complaints to the salesmen, shop keepers and manufacturers only.
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